Introduction.
There are various measure functions defined on the set of all subsets of Euclidean re-space, E", which generalize the elementary concepts of length or area, or in general, A-dimensional volume. These measures are called respectively 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional, and A-dimensional measures over £". The following question then naturally arises:
For A and B orthogonal subspaces of £n with dimensions a and ß = n -a, and f or 0 ¿ m ¿ a and 0^k^ß,istheim + k) -dimensional measure of the cartesian product of the finitely measurable sets SGA and TGB equal to the m-dimensional measure of S times the k-dimensional measure of T?
In the case « = 3, a = 2, ß = m = k=l, and T an interval, J. F. Randolph obtained a partial answer for Carathéodory and Gross measures (see [R] )(1), A. P. Morse and Randolph obtained the affirmative answer for Gillespie measure (see [MR] ), while A. S. Besicovitch and P. A. P. Moran presented a rough outline of a counter example for Hausdorff measure (see [BM] ). By using new methods the current paper obtains results for integral-geometric (Favard) measure, Hausdorff measure, and sphere measure.
The cylinder case (/3 = 1) for Favard measure is answered in the affirmative (Theorem 4.5) and further generalized (Theorem 5.5 ) to k -ß, thus completely answering the question if «5Í3. Partial results for the remaining cases are contained in Theorems 5.7 and 5.8.
In 6.10 an example is constructed, using and extending the ideas of Besicovitch and Moran, which answers the question in the negative for both Hausdorff measure (Theorem 6.18 ) and for sphere measure (Theorem 6.19 ). Moreover we obtain in this way a set for which the Hausdorff measure differs from the Carathéodory measure. Finally we obtain for XGEn, k^mSn, a new formula which expresses JniX), in terms of the multiplicity integrals, with respect to Jm, of the perpendicular projections of X into m planes, as an integral over the set of all these m planes ij" is Favard A measure over £").
Preliminaries. 2.1 Definition.
We agree that « -0 = 0-» =0. if'g)(x) =figix)) for all x.
2.2 Definition. En is Euclidean re-dimensional vector space with the usual inner product and metric. We denote the origin of E" by 0". If A CE" and £ CE", then A + B = £" H £ [z = x + y for some ïGi.yGi], Lebesgue re-dimensional measure over E" is denoted by .£".
2.3 Definition. If m and re are positive integers, and £ is a function on
Em to E", then L is linear if and only if
Lix + y) = £(x) + £(y) for x G £m, y G £"\ £(X-x) = X-Z(x) for x G £m, X a real number.
If £ is a linear function on Em to £", 1 ^i^m, and /* is the ¿th unit vector of Em, then we shall write /(/*') = L* = CXÍ, ¿2, • • • , Ln).
By the matrix of £ we mean the matrix with re rows and m columns whose entry in the ¿th row and /th column (1 ^¿^re, ISjikm) is L[. We make no distinction between £ and its matrix. If m^n, we define A(£) is the square root of the sum of the squares of the determinants of all m by m minors of £.
If/is a function on Em to E", 1 f^m^n, and xG£m, then we shall say that L is the differential of / at x if and only if £ is a linear function on £m to E" such that
If L is the (unique) differential of/at x, then we let Jfix) = AiL). 
dmn go is the set of all analytic subsets of £n, *,(*) = ß(n, A)"1 f £k[(pkn:R)*(x)]d<l>nR for x G dmn gz, dmn gi is the set of all convex open subsets of £n,
Then we define * • S n is the measure generated by gi,
¡fC" is the measure generated by g2, k Jn is the measure generated by g3, k Cn is the measure generated by gi.
S» is sphere A measure over re space, 3C£ is Hausdorff measure, 7* is integralgeometric (Favard) measure, and C" is Carathéodory measure. We also define J% by the formula jl(A) = y(A) for A G £*.
2.10 Remark. It is quite easy to see that SÍ, 3C*, Jn, and Cl are invariant under rigid motions of £", and that they satisfy the condition that any subset of E" is contained in an analytic set of the same measure.
We shall use the fact that if A is an analytic subset of E", 1 ^A <re, then F2, 5.1l] and [F3, 5] .) Also it is obvious from 2.9 that Jn = ^ii.
Definition.
If / is a function on a subset of Ek to £", then/ is said to be Lipschitzian if and only if there is a number M such that I /(*) -f(y) I = M-| x -y | for all x, y G dmn /.
We shall make use of the fact that if/ is Lipschitzian, dmn /CE*, rng/CE", then there exists a Lipschitzian function g on Ek to E" such that (g| dmn/) =/.
Suppose 1 gA^w, .4C£n. Then we shall say that A is A rectifiable if and only if there is a Lipschitzian function whose domain is a bounded subset of Ek and whose range is A.
3. A new formula involving Favard measure. Though Theorem 3.1 is not used in the remainder of this paper, I feel that it will be useful in future investigations concerning Favard measure.
3.1 Theorem. // A is an analytic subset of En, m and A are such nonnegative integers that k^m^n, then
• 
5= (E*nE[\x\ = 1]), (3) ii is the function on £ [x C S] defined by iK«) = <¡>niGn r\ E [Rt G X]) for XGS, R then (4) fiX) = (jeTV))-1-a£~\x) whenever X G S is a Borel set,
whenever g is a continuous function on S.
Proof. By straightforward methods it is checked that yj/ measures S, Open sets in the relative topology on 5 are <A measurable, *iS) -1, Also it is easily seen that for RGK,
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are linearly independent. Hence, for each RGK, we may consider orthogonal transformations which leave "/" fixed and which rotate "/m+1, • • • , nTi~1 in such a way that they span the linear subspace generated by r¡a~1iPn~1iRm+s)),
• ' ' . rln~1iPn~liRn))-For this purpose, we shall say that P satisfies condition I with respect to R if and only if RGK, PGG", and
"r ipr1 (£0) for ¿ = ?re +2, • ■ ■ , re -1.
Further, we shall say that Q satisfies condition II with respect to £if and only if RGK, QGG"-i, and there is a PGG" which satisfies condition I with respect to £ and for which oí = P) for ¿, / = 1, • • • , re -1.
In particular, we define the function/ on K to G"_i such that if RGK, then
where P satisfies condition I with respect to £ and also P satisfies equation (*) for¿ = 2, • • y, re -1. It is obvious that/is a continuous mapping associating with each RGK a transformation /(£) which satisfies condition II with respect to £.
Suppose RGK and P satisfies condition I with respect to R. We shall reduce £ to a canonical form. Define Up,r = (£_1:£). 
Hence solving for | IFr+1|, we have 
The proof of Part 2 is complete. Part 3. If P satisfies condition I with respect to £, then
Recalling that Proof. Recalling the definition of/, and using Parts 5 and 6, we have for PGG"_i, y:+\s + T)
Hence yT\s + t)
■y:-i(pV\s))$j^:\Rnr)
The interchange of the order of integration in the above is justified by the following argument:
The function g defined on G"^i by g(P) = f yLC^GS) n \nZr\P, x)]dJZmX for £ G Gn-l, Hence by 4.5 and 2.5,
The proof is complete. 4.7 Remark. The preceding corollary affords a new method for the evaluation of ßin, m) which differs from the method in [Fl, 5] . Roughly speaking, by means of a "distribution measure," we can express where J¿ ¿5 a« analytic subset of E1 of finite ^i measure, for ¿ = 1, • • ■ , A, /Aere y:+kis + T) = y:is).ykniT).
Proof. Note first that (5) implies that TGB is analytic.
The lemma will be proved by induction on A. For A = l and for arbitrary re, m with 0^m^n -l, then 4.5 implies that yZ+1(S+T)=X(S)-yn(T) < », since %{T) =£i(/i) < «.
Suppose now that the lemma holds for all A such that 1 ^ A ^q and for all re, m, such that OíSíkíS« -A. Let k = q+l and let m, re be such integers that 0^m^n -k. By the inductive hypothesis, we have jetara + ¿TV» = y^r^.^r^D) < -. (1), (2), (3), (4) (1), (2), (3), (4) Since S+iW{ -W{)GiS+T)GiS+Wi'), it follows that 7nm+fc(s + iw'i -wi)) á yT\s + T) ¡s 7:+i(s + PTi). 
The proof is complete. 5.6 Remark. If in the hypothesis of 5.5 we do not require S and T to be 7¡T and 7* measurable respectively, then it is obvious that y:+k(s+T)^y:(s)-fn(T).
5.7 Theorem. //
(1) A is a subspace of En of dimension a, (2) B is the subspace of E" of dimension ß = n -a, orthogonal to A, The proof is complete.
Theorem. //
(1) A is a subspace of E" of dimension a, (2) B is the subspace of En of dimension ß = n-a, orthogonal to A, Proof. We may just as well assume that S is m rectifiable, fnniS)< °°, T is A rectifiable, y"iT) < °o.
Since the closure of a rectifiable set is rectifiable, we may choose analytic m rectifiable sets S' and S" for which s" g s g s' g a, y7is") = 7:(S) = 7nV).
By 2.11, choose a Lipschitzian function / such that dmn f = Em, /*(Em) Z)S'Z)S". By the analyticity of S' and S" and the continuity of/,
imilarly choose Lipschitzian functions fi, g2, with JÇ^ measurable domains and sets T', T", such that rng {l-rcrcrrng gi G B, yliT") = /"(£) = 7*n(P').
Then by 5.7, 7:(S)-7n(£) = 7nV') -7n(£") = y^is" + T") ú yTkis + t) g yTkis' + n = 7nm(s')7n(P') = 7nm(S)-7nV).
[September The proof is complete.
6. Hausdorff measure of product sets. In this section we construct a subset A of E2 such that the unit cylinder £ with base A has larger 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure than the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure of A. In doing this we use and extend some of the ideas of Besicovitch and Moran, who gave a rough outline of such a construction (see [BM] ).
6.1 Definition. If C is a subset of E3, we shall say that Unless otherwise stated, we shall mean in this paper by a complete set, a set which is complete with respect to E3.
We shall make use of the fact that a set is complete (in E8) if and only if it has constant width.
6.2 Remark.
For the properties of convex sets and, in particular, complete sets, which we shall use, see [BF] . [September I gcix) -gdy) | á sup I geiz) -geib) |.
|«-»|Ä«
Hence it follows that sup | gcix) -gdy) | = sup | gdx) -gdy) \. ItEci, »Ge, 3>Gci, Now let xGß, yGci, 0<|x-y| ^8. By [BF, p. 127] there is a unique number t for which (xi, x2, t)Gc. Since x is a boundary point of ci, there is a supporting line £ of ci through x. Let £' be the line determined by (x;, x2, 0) and (xi, x2, 1). Then obviously £ and £' determine a vertical supporting plane to c through (xi, x2, t) . Since c is a set of constant width, we may choose x'Gci such that | x' -x\ =d, and such that (x{,, x{, t)Gc. Therefore c is contained in the sphere of radius d and center (x/ , x2 , t). The intersection of this sphere with the plane determined by (xi, x2, 0), (yi, y2, 0) , and (yi, y2, 1) is then a disc of radius rSd, whose circumference passes through (xi, x2, t). Hence since the length of the vertical chord (of this disc) passing through (yi, y2, t) is 2-(r2 -(r-\x-y\ )2)1'2 = 2-(2r-|x-y\ -\x -y|2)1/2, we conclude that I gdx) -gdy) | = gdy) Ú 2-i2r-| x -y| -| x -y I2)1/2 g 2-(2áS)1'2.
Hence supi*-,,^« |gc(x)-gdy)\ ;S23/2-(5¿)1/2. This completes the proof.
6.7 Remark. If for each bounded subset c of £3 we let g' be the function on E2 to E1 such that gcix) = Xs(cn £ [z = (Xi, Xi, t), -CO < f < oo]), for xGE2, then 6.6 remains true with gc' substituted for gc.
6.8 Definition. Suppose « is a positive integer, £ is a closed disc in E2 of radius a>0 and with center zGE2. Let Since N = yiA) is obviously independent of the radius and center of B and depends only on re, we shall call it Nin). (1) a-An C B,
lim Nin)/irn2) = 1, Note that if in 6.9 we let £ be some element of -4,-i, then Dni = ¿,-.
We now define
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But first we need some preliminary definitions and theorems. Proof. Note that g is uniformly continuous on the closed unit disc centered at the origin. Hence for any e>0, we can choose ¿^1 so that for all aG-4», (x G a, y G a) -► ( \ g(x) -g(y) \ ^ e).
Apply Part 2 to complete the proof. 
